
SISCIN with Vue-X, an optional extension for SISCIN 
File Analysis and Archiving Solution, the latest 
member of the SISCIN Family has been introduced 
by popular demand to assist with the Privacy by 
Design element of GDPR. It has searchable content 
capability for Unstructured File Data at its core, 
allowing unprecedented analysis of your Data to meet 
GDPR compliance standards. Clear and customisable 
reporting dashboards give a complete overview of files, 
enabling immediate action to be taken.

SISCIN with Vue-X - File Index

FEATURES

BENEFITS

CONTENT SEARCH

Every user has the ability to fully customise 
search with options to search against 
“Watchpoints” or “Agents”. Save previously 
used search templates and pre-select them 
for use as needed. Use saved filters for 
search criteria, saving time and repetition. 

REPORTING DASHBOARD

Reports including: Name/Size/Created/
Owner/Revision/Status/Location. Priority 
reporting list with results sorted by 
relevance. Ability to delete multiple files 
from their destination incl Archive. Export 
report results to share. Multi-policy action 
can be run on the result set: Archive, 
Delete, Quarantine (Move/Encrypt/Legal 
Hold). Preview/Tag or Annote one or 
multiple files. 

DATASHEET

COMPLEX SEARCH

Complex search components making it 
an essential tool for meeting GDPR and 
other regulatory requirements.

CUSTOMISABLE

Boolean Search allows for fully 
customisable and detailed reporting 
gives you full insight to your 
Unstructured Data, now and forever.

E-DISCOVERY

SISCIN with Vue-X provides advanced 
content indexing, search capabilities to 
analyse, identify, locate, retrieve and 
delete data for DSAR or e-Discovery 
management.

SISCIN with Vue-X uses windows native 
iFilter capability to scan documents 
and files for any text that they contain. 
This text is then used by the Vue-X 
engine to create a comprehensive 
searchable index of your document/
file store.

Including all common Mime, Text, MS 
Office, Zip, HTML formats. For most 
SISCIN installations the only other 
iFilter that is typically required is the 
Adobe provided PDF iFilter. With this 
standard set of filters loaded on your 
SISCIN Agent server nearly all common 
file types are covered.
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